MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

U.S. Programs Board
Ann Beeson
February 15, 2010
February 23-24, 2010 U.S. Programs Board Meeting

I look forward to seeing you at the February 23-24 Board meeting. Included below is a
brief overview of our meeting agenda and the enclosed materials, and some highlights
from our recent work. Following the Board meeting on February 23, we hope you will
join us at 6:30 p.m. for dinner and a discussion of the prospects for comprehensive
immigration reform at the home of George Soros,1060 Fifth Avenue (enter on East 87th
St.). If you have not already sent an RSVP, please send a note to Orelda Hicks to let us
know if you can join us: ohicks@sorosny.org or (212) 548-0372.
We are still discussing the rich intellectual exchange and cultural experience we had with
the Board in New Orleans last December. Our staff is busy developing plans for the next
phase of our work in the region, and we will continue to seek the Board’s feedback as we
expand our investments there. (Having lamented the inability of Sherrilyn, Geoff, and
Ethan to join us, I have recently suggested to them that they join the staff on one of our
future site visits to New Orleans during the next year.) The experiences in Baltimore and
New Orleans have confirmed our decision to plan off-site Board meetings about every
year and a half. Though we can’t have every Board meeting outside of New York, we
will do our best to design our New York meetings to capture the inspirational work of our
grantees, the breadth and depth of our grantmaking, and the impact of our programs on
the ground.
Overview of February Board Meeting Agenda
Last fall, the Board agreed on a few changes to our meeting format. Beginning at our
February Board meeting, we will highlight and seek feedback on the work of one of our
programs during each Board meeting. The special Board advisors to the program will
help to shape and moderate these conversations. The in-depth discussions will provide an
opportunity for staff to get feedback from the full Board as we implement our strategies,
and for the Board to meet core grantees from each program and to deepen the Board’s
knowledge of our overall pool of grantees over time. These program-focused
conversations will complement the broader thematic discussions with outside experts that
we will continue to schedule during Board meetings.
To launch this new format, on February 23 we will highlight the work of the Campaign
for Black Male Achievement (CBMA). CBMA recently finalized a three-year strategic
plan based on input from our Board advisors, a retreat with field leaders, and the
experience of a year of exploratory grantmaking. CBMA’s core priorities focus on
improving the life outcomes of African-American men and boys in three areas:
education, family and work. CBMA Board advisors, Geoffrey Canada and Sherrilyn Ifill,
will facilitate our two-part discussion. During the first session, Geoff Canada and Shawn
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Dove will discuss CBMA progress to date in advancing its core priorities, and seek input
from the Board as CBMA implements its strategies. During the second session, Sherrilyn
Ifill will moderate an exchange with three of CBMA’s grantees and the Board about their
work and emerging trends and opportunities in the field of black male achievement. We
will be joined by Linda Harris of the Center for Law and Social Policy; Joseph Jones of
the Center For Urban Families; and John H. Jackson of the Schott Foundation for Public
Education. See Tab 4. The CBMA discussion will nicely complement our conversation
on February 24 of the Special Fund for Poverty Alleviation, because the priority areas of
both programs overlap and because the CBMA strategy includes a significant direct
service component in addition to advocacy.
Following the Campaign for Black Male Achievement discussions, Deepak Bhargava
will moderate a conversation with the Board and staff about the external climate for U.S.
Programs’ policy priorities in 2010. While January 2009 felt like a transformational
moment, the winter of 2010 feels more like a standstill. What has actually changed since
last year? What dynamics are influencing the ability of OSI, its grantees and partners to
advance our policy goals in the U.S.? Should we make any adjustments to our strategies
to accommodate the shifting landscape? How can we continue to take risks during
periods of opportunity while also ensuring that our resources are building the capacity for
change that may take years? See Tab 10, where you will find articles of interest from
various U.S. Programs, several of which are relevant to this discussion.
Over dinner at George Soros’s home on Tuesday evening, Maria Teresa Rojas will
facilitate an informal update from Deepak Bhargava and guests, Frank Sharry of
America’s Voice and Ali Noorani of the National Immigration Forum, on the prospects
for comprehensive immigration reform. They will share the latest details on the Reform
Immigration FOR America Campaign, and discuss why immigration reform may still be
possible in early 2010. See Tab 5.
On February 24, the Board will discuss and consider approval of an integrated vision for
the Special Fund for Poverty Alleviation (SFPA) that is closely aligned with U.S.
Programs’ advocacy goals. Last December, the U.S. Programs Board was asked to
assume oversight of SFPA. Since then, a team of staff from SFPA and U.S. Programs has
been working together to develop a grantmaking framework that proposes
complementary funding of direct service and advocacy opportunities in three areas –
benefits access, employment and education – all targeted to communities of concern to
OSI. During this session, U.S. Programs and SFPA staff will present the integrated
framework, and Jonathan Soros will moderate a conversation with the Board, Herbert
Sturz, Maya Wiley of the Center for Social Inclusion, and Robert Greenstein of the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities about the current policy context for poverty
alleviation. The process has been a great learning experience for SFPA and U.S.
Programs staff, and we are eager for the Board’s feedback on the proposed framework,
priorities and criteria for investments. See Tab 6.
Following the Special Fund for Poverty Alleviation discussion, Lenny Noisette will
provide the Board with a brief update on the evolving drug policy strategy that he, Daniel
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Wolfe, and Diana Morris are developing, with assistance from outside experts, to
diversify voices in the drug policy debate and to develop a complementary approach for
our work to expand access to treatment, promote harm reduction strategies, and advocate
for sentencing reform. (An in depth discussion of the new framework, which is in
development, is scheduled for the September U.S. Programs Board meeting.) Lenny will
also present the 2010 Drug Policy Alliance grant recommendation for Board discussion
and approval. See Tab 7.
The Board meeting will conclude with a brief discussion about switching from printed
Board books to distribution of Board materials via Kindles, a review of proposed agenda
items for the next several Board meetings, and a proposal regarding the U.S. Programs
2011 budget approval process. Materials pertinent to these discussions are at Tab 8.
Program Highlights
Because my cover memo in December provided information about New Orleans
exclusively, the program highlights below cover the period from October 2009 to the
present.
OSI-Baltimore’s year-long series on “Talking About Race” paired national and local
experts to provoke thinking about race, including Gwen and Sherrilyn Ifill, Ben Jealous,
Gerald Torres, Beverly Tatum, David Hornbeck, Timothy Greenfield-Sanders, Elvis
Mitchell and others. The series is attracting 300 to 500 Baltimoreans (white and black)
and has provoked lively discussion. A new webpage, Storiesaboutrace.org, encourages
people to continue the discussion. The work of OSI-Baltimore (OSI-B) to dismantle the
school-to-prison pipeline also continues to yield impressive results. Now in the fourth
year of concentrated work, school suspensions have dropped from 26,000 to 11,000, the
regular school budget now pays for a variety of alternatives to suspension, and OSI-B is
now co-chairing a citywide commission on school attendance. Though fundraising
continues to be challenging given the economic crisis, the OSI-B communications and
donor development team have helped to raise an impressive $13.6 million and, in the
process, to engage more wealthy individuals in systemic change work.
Equality and Opportunity Fund grantee the Native American Rights Fund celebrated
an important victory last December when the U.S. federal government agreed to pay $3.4
billion to settle a lawsuit claiming government mismanagement of American Indian trust
accounts, an amount believed to be the largest settlement ever against the federal
government. The dispute arises from a system dating back to the 19th century when
Congress divided tribal lands into parcels and placed them into federally administered
trust accounts. Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative grantees Lawyers Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law, National Council of La Raza and the National Coalition for
Asian Pacific Community Development recently formed the National Mortgage Rescue
Scam Task Force, which NSI is supporting. The task force represents a coordinated effort
among key stakeholders to address the growing national problem of mortgage "rescue"
scams, which disproportionately harm minority, immigrant and lower-income borrowers.
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The Campaign for Black Male Achievement has supported several innovative multimedia campaigns recently. CBMA hosted a community screening of grantee TwentyFirst Century Foundation’s film Bring Your A-Game, a documentary of interviews with
black male popular culture figures, which uplifts the importance of education and high
school graduation for young black males’ success; and hosted “Reframing the Story of
Black Males in the Media: A Philanthropic Call to Action,” which engaged philanthropic
leaders, youth-media advocates, and media professionals to counter negative stereotypes
and deficit-driven narratives around black males in the media. CBMA also partnered with
grantee the Association of Black Foundation Executives to sponsor two premieres of the
film Beyond the Bricks, a documentary using two Newark, NJ’s students’ school
struggles and triumphs to frame a larger discussion around solutions to poor academic
performance and low graduation rates of school-age black males in the United States.
Last year, the Transparency and Integrity Fund (TIF) celebrated President Obama’s
first-day-in-office pledge for a new era of governmental transparency. In December, the
Administration finally pinned down its policy when it released its “Open Government
Directive,” reflecting the efforts of TIF grantee OMB-Watch and many others that
developed a blueprint a year ago. The Directive requires all agencies to take specific
actions to improve transparency, participation, and collaboration in the release and use of
data.
In distinctly less encouraging news, the Supreme Court's January 21 decision in Citizens
United struck down federal prohibitions on independent political spending by
corporations and unions, pulling the plug on similar laws in 24 states. The 5-4 majority's
sweeping language also closes the door on future attempts to limit corporate spending
and paves the way for elimination of direct corporate and union contributions to
candidates. On February 3, the Transparency and Integrity Fund hosted a discussion at
OSI with grantees the Constitutional Accountability Center and the Brennan Center,
which highlighted the implications of the decision on judiciary reform and the
development of supportive First Amendment jurisprudence. Other TIF grantees such as
the Center for Political Accountability and the Committee on Economic Development are
pursuing corporate governance reforms. Still other organizations are advancing a new
public finance model, one that fosters citizen participation through small donors and
volunteers. The ramifications of the decision, and a range of reforms that could limit its
impact, are certain to be discussed for months to come.
The Democracy and Power Fund (D&P) initiated a quick turnaround project in late
2009 to get funding support out to innovative grassroots advocacy groups seeking to
build new models of financial sustainability in this economic crisis. After recruiting the
New World and Stoneman Family Foundations as co-funding partners, D&P co-issued a
request for proposals to support organizations and alliances that seek to develop
replicable models of small donor development. After more than 315 proposals were
received from across the U.S., eight grassroots groups who are building small donor
funding bases, increasing donor diversification and community “ownership,” and
enhancing fiscal sustainability were selected for funding.
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D&P has also continued its important work to shift funding into issue organizing and
advocacy networks in order to sustain post-election public participation from people of
color, low-income, youth, and immigrant communities on issues of greatest interest to
OSI. D&P grantees like the Center for Community Change and PICO interfaith network
are playing key roles to support advocacy on the federal budget’s inclusion of key
priorities for low-income people, health care for all, jobs, and immigration reform. The
National Domestic Workers Alliance is driving a new agenda that elevates the voices of
low-income immigrant women who are frequently exploited in the workplace.
Last, but not least, following a seven month research effort and more than 120 meetings
with community, elected, and philanthropic leaders in seven states, D&P has selected
North Carolina and Texas for its new “building state-based power” funding program.
Both states offer rapidly growing and diversifying populations that are significant on the
national scale, key policy challenges and opportunities around criminal justice reform,
transparency, immigrants’ rights, and racial justice, and opportunities for partnership with
other U.S. Programs funds in order to maximize OSI’s impact at the state level.
Last fall the Strategic Opportunities Fund (SOF) collaborated with the Democracy and
Power Fund on an important and time-sensitive initiative to increase the accuracy of the
2010 census count by providing support for organizations that aim to engage hard-tocount constituencies. The funding strategy has prioritized work in Louisiana, Florida,
Texas and New York City – a strategy balanced between current OSI priorities and
critical hard-to-count constituencies in each of these locations.
SOF also partnered with OSI-Baltimore, the Criminal Justice Fund and the Campaign for
Black Male Achievement to support efforts that highlight the linkages between No Child
Left Behind and the school-to-prison pipeline. The grantees will use advocacy,
organizing, education and communication strategies to engage a broad set of policy
makers and other stakeholders.
The Criminal Justice Fund (CJF) saw significant reform of the Rockefeller Drug laws
last fall after many years of advocacy by a number of grantees. (The New York site of the
Closing Addiction Treatment Gap initiative also provided critical support.) CJF also
organized a number of foundations to support advocacy, communication and litigation
strategies around the Sullivan and Graham cases in the Supreme Court, which challenge
the sentencing of juveniles to life without parole. (Bryan Stevenson brilliantly argued the
Sullivan case.) Last year also saw the repeal of the death penalty in New Mexico, a
significant limitation of its availability in Maryland, and the lowest number of new death
sentences in Texas since 1976 reinstatement of the death penalty. Many other reforms
seeded by CJF and its grantees continue to take hold among policymakers. The federal
government is now embracing the concept of justice reinvestment, recently introducing
the Criminal Justice Reinvestment Act, and has allocated $100 million in funding for
Second Chance Act programs.
National Security and Human Rights Campaign (NSHR) grantees began 2009 on a
high note when President Obama signed on his second day in office executive orders
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requiring the closure of the Guantanamo Bay detention center by January of this year and
banning the use of torture and secret prisons. NSHR grantees, including the Constitution
Project, Human Rights First, National Security Network, and the Center for International
Policy, have mobilized an impressive and wide-ranging group of validators to build
support for closing Guantanamo in a rights-respecting manner. Included in this group are
former members of Congress, diplomats, generals, judges, prosecutors, and law
enforcement officials, as well as such prominent conservatives as Bob Barr, David Kean,
and Grover Norquist. Also included are retired Generals Robert Gard and John Johns and
former Rep. Tom Andrews, who have launched a grassroots campaign of more than
15,000 supporters with musicians Rosanne Cash, Jackson Browne, David Byrne, Steve
Earle, R.E.M. and Pearl Jam. Unfortunately, the attempted airplane bombing on
Christmas Day fueled an intense wave of fear-mongering that is setting back the Obama
administration’s efforts to reform U.S. detention policy. The Obama administration
missed its deadline for closing Guantanamo and the prospects for closure in the near term
are slim. Worse yet, the administration seems prepared to shift away from trying
detainees in federal courts to trying them in military commissions or holding them
indefinitely without charge. Significant work remains to be done.
Nancy Youman continues to lead OSI-wide efforts on climate change, and recently
returned from the UNFCCC negotiations in Copenhagen, where George Soros unveiled
an innovative plan to help developing countries tap funds from developed countries to
deal with climate change. The idea is gaining traction. International Monetary Fund
Managing Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn told the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland, late last month that the IMF would release a proposal on innovative climate
finance mechanisms in the coming weeks. OSI grantees Alliance for Climate Protection,
Avaaz, Energy Action Coalition, and Green for All were among the thousands of civil
society participants at the summit reminding U.S. and world leaders of the costs to
humanity of inaction on global warming. Over the last year, the Obama team quickly
used administrative actions to reverse policies that were holding up progress on climate
in the U.S.: investing in energy efficiency, alternative energy sources and promoting
green jobs that serve the dual purpose of stimulating the economy and reducing climate
pollution, using the Environmental Protection Agency’s authority to regulate greenhouse
gases as a pollutant, and tightening up fuel economy standards. Now, much of the action
at the federal level has moved to the legislative arena, where OSI cannot be and is not
active. Action in Congress continues to be stymied by delays in health care reform, but
interesting bi-partisan partnerships have emerged that may pave the way to congressional
action this spring.
We continue to support strong leaders through our OSI fellowship programs. OSIBaltimore has awarded more than 110 fellowships to talented leaders devoted to
revitalizing Baltimore’s underserved neighborhoods, and announced its 12th Class of
Community Fellows earlier this year. A recent survey showed that 86% of the Fellows
continue work related to their initial project many years later. This year’s diverse group
of OSI-B Fellows includes Herbert Johnson, a 73-year-old grandfather who realized that
the oral stories of older adults could offer healing and guidance to current and future
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generations. During the fellowship, he will collect the survival stories of his peers, pair
them with accompanying recipes, and pass them on to the next generation.
The Soros Justice Fellows program also continues to thrive. Since 1997, OSI has
awarded more than $14 million in grants to Soros Justice Fellows. The 2010 cohort of
fellows includes work that is aligned with well-established CJF priorities (e.g. advocacy
to reform parole systems) and projects that either may suggest potential new areas of
work (advocacy around veterans involved in the criminal justice system) or reflect a
growing area of interest for CJF or USP (e.g. school to prison pipeline). In addition, the
cohort is one our most diverse ever; it includes nine men and nine women, and over half
are people of color. It also reflects our interest in promoting the leadership of people who
have been directly impacted by this country’s harsh system: three of the fellows have
served time in prison; two others with loved ones who have been incarcerated and will
lead projects that emanate directly from that experience. A listing of 2010 fellows and
their projects is provided at Tab 10.
We began to partner closely with the new OSI Global Fellows programs last year as
well, welcoming a number of Global Fellows who are working in the United States on a
broad range of issues. Zack Exley has brought experience in building online organizing,
Richard Cizik is organizing evangelicals to support efforts to address climate change and
civil liberties, Matthew Alexander, a former senior interrogator for the U.S. Air Force, is
now working to reform U.S. interrogation policies, and Marcy Westerling is helping us
build fields that incorporate rural Americans into broader social justice work.
I look forward to seeing you next week.
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